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MORATORIUMSTRATEGY

This moratorium for public action would have its largest
initial
success in the
academic conmunity, but should expand rapidly into other segments of the community.
Consequently,~much
of the initial
day's efforts
will be directed
toward increasing
participation
in the next month's moratorium.
If the October moratorium growing from the academic community is successful,
it
is reasonable
to expect others--high
school students,
anti-war
and civil rights
constituencies,
entertainment
and advertising
industry people, some labor_union
locals,
some churches,
businessmen,
professionals
and politicians--to
participate
in later months.
It is imperative
that the announcement of our effort
is made in late June or
early July to give the President
some time to act.
Before the proposed
moratorium would be activated,
the President
will have had three months from the
announcement of the action and almost one year since his election_ to begin
withdrawal.
The American public seems to feel that it is necessary
to give
him time to act, and this would be sufficient
time.
Additionally,
it is the
first
date at which it would be possible
to mobilize students
and faculty.
A token partial

withd~awal

at any time will

not deter
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It is important that the rhetoric
employed emphasizes the work being done
in the larger community and that the moratorium center around the notion of
building
this base so that others will join the action in ensuing months.
Other anti-war activities
{against the draft,
ROTC, ABM,CBW,counter-insurgency
research,
and so on) will, of course, continue;
but the focus of this action is
the escalating
moratorium and conmunity organizing.
Since the goal of the
action is to get massive and diverse sectors of American society to cease to do
"business
as usual,"
it is important to employ actions and rhetoric
that will
maintain the broadest possible
opposition
to the war.
The October action must be spent in community work to build a base for the two
day moratorium in November. This can be done by going to businesses,
homes,
factories,
high schools and other gathering
points in the connnunity and asking
people to join the moratorium in following months.
A manual pf possible
activities
and organizing
tools will be prepared.
,
It is important
that our strength
be visible.
Thus, a central
staging
workers in the morning, a rally in the evening, or other such activities
would be appropriate.
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A central
office in Washington will assume the responsibility
of making initial
contact with students
and faculty
to get them committed to work on the action
at the local level.
It can also make contacts
to elicit
support from national
organizations
and help to coordinate
their contributions,
prepare an organizing
manual, set up the initial
announcement and press conference,
and help to
raise funds.

